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its totally my opinion, but i think if a person comes to a column and demands an explanation for something youve said, then they deserve an explanation. it doesnt mean that if you give them an explanation they agree with you. its not even an attempt at a apology. its just an attempt to see if anyone on the other side of this issue has
a different opinion. if youre just shouting at someone about why a review was given by a particular writer for a publication, then youre doing no more than shouting at someone on the street. thats obviously not something anyone should tolerate, but thats what is happening on both sides, and both sides should be called to account for
it. assaults come from the same place as harassment by definition gamergate is a harassment campaign, and one that has the potential for violence. endangering the lives of women and anyone attempting to use the internet and social media for actual communication is a form of political thuggery. not to mention the threat of forced,
illegal, and/or even violent conduct such as threats on public figures or for the purpose of silencing someone.” “while some people have made poor arguments that they were just “feeding the trolls,” it is clear that the argument that one must be “trolled” into this kind of assault is at best weak and at worst hugely distorting. this is
violence, and it is intimidation. this is politically motivated thuggery. “another reason to consider the whole scene maybe not worth any respect in terms of professionalism is this; harassers, child molesters, and political thugs share a common modus operandi in online communities. take for example, the thousands of people who have
been engaged in gamergate for months now, many of whom, are known for being one sided malcontent, racist, misogynistic, islamophobic, threatening, d-baggy, and just generally not so nice. opinion is one thing, but doxxing someone and threatening and even carrying out violent acts is far worse. just getting called a racist or
feminazi is a physical and mental attack. sexism is a huge problem in the society and with the internet, there is way too much opportunity for this type of harassment. we should all be allowed to speak freely, without people constantly being threatened for their views. whether you agree with them or not. if the powers that be want to
silence someone by threat of violence, they should be held to those threats.”
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im not saying that harassers of women do not exist in gamergate, or that gg isnt as bad for its enemies as most of the articles seem to think it is. in fact, they are just as bad for those same people. im saying that its just as easy for me to write off the likes of carl benjamin, or even andy from destructoid, as it is for me to condemn the
likes of jack thompson, or even roger ebert. and saying gg isnt as bad as the 3 i just named? well, i never claimed it was, just that its not alone in acting this way, which is why i consider it a failure on its own. its more of a failing on the part of the writers who mischaracterise and write off an entire culture as some sort of homogenous

entity. other than that, youve actually got the genuine article correct. the people in gamergate did have some nasty things to say about brianna wu and others (not to mention more-general calls for more popular targets like zoe quinn), but they didnt go around doing it. in the same way that most of the harassment and threats of
death and rape that zoe quinn and others have had came from an outside source. there were also no official gg forums, or any other site like that, where this kind of thing would be done, so it wasn't done on gg, it was done in pms, irc, and forums like 4chan. the problem was that no one wanted to call out the person doing the doxxing

and harassment, because either they were a good guy (it turned out to be ben kuchera), or because they were afraid to attack a celebrity, and assumed that if they called out a poster on 4chan that someone would be all up in their business 5ec8ef588b
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